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ASDM also comes with some features for monitoring. You can run multicast m3ua or unicast m3ua and perform unicast, multicast or broadcast captures. You can also run your cisco applications such as SMART with the AP for AP trace capture. The Application note for the M3UA protocol
provides this information. You also have the ability to choose whether to send event logs to a specified email address or to a syslog server. If you prefer to see the logs locally on your computer, you can setup this with the ASDM GUI. More information about the ASDM GUI can be found here.
http://docs.cisco.com/cisco/asi/65/api/ASDM_System_Administration/reference/xr10/ASDM_System_Administration/ASDM_System_Administration_Admin_Guide-cisco-xe-5-0-prod-jun-2014.pdf The MTS user interface has many advantages, but it is also very costly in terms of human resources

and cannot be applied to all security devices. The ASDM user interface is not fully automatic. You have to enter your credentials to login as a user or perform administrative operations. Although the data that is maintained in the ASDM cannot be easily exported, the ASDM interface is
convenient for viewing a set of security devices in a single window. The ASDM user interface provides a good range of functions and it is suitable for managing large quantities of security devices. ASDM has a set of functions to help you to monitor a large number of security devices easily. In

this way, you can view, configure and apply security policies to large number of devices in a single window. ASDM 7.1.2 offers content after you clear the cache. This is different from the previous ASDM version and the content is generated based on the latest released software. It requires you
to download some software from the internet first. You can see the additional features and functions when you clear the cache, which makes the process easier. You can also login to Cisco Adaptive Security Device Manager (ASDM) to view the security device's logs, which shows you the details

of how the device accesses the internet. ASDM can give you a full picture of the network traffic, even when you are not in the lab.
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Asdm 7.1.1 used to have issues where it would not list a port if you wanted
to add a forward. This is no longer the case in 7.1.1. If you are trying to add

a port forward, check to make sure the Vlan/Interface name matches up
with the port you want to add it to. In earlier ASDM versions it was possible

to open the display of the configuration in a separate window, like this. I
have not done that since version 6.1.1 anyway. Of course, all these "lookup"

features can be done from the Call Managers or other Cisco tools. The
Package Manager displays a list of all the packages that are installed on the
device and you can manage their versions on the fly. The Upgrade Manager
allows you to migrate from one version to another. The rest of the options in
the menu are used by various Cisco proprietary applications and services.

I'll just run through a few of them. The most interesting one is the
Maintenance tool which will either upgrade or downgrade Cisco ASDM to a
newer version. It's very handy if you need to upgrade to a newer software
version. Anyway, I have set up two licenses in my fireware manger, one

called "Firepower Deployment License", the other called "Control Licenses".
I activate and move the deployment license to my computers desktop.

Then, when I click the shortcut for Asdm, it automatically (unlike the first
time) asks for a license key. I use the same (same pak, same activation key,

same license name, same key type) I use for the deployment license, but
put in the Control licenses key. The Asdm then opens with the correct

license key. 5ec8ef588b
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